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Abstract
Functional Programming promises highly-declarative code, effi-
cient, parallelisable execution, modularity and reusability. In spite
of these advantages, the use of pure Functional Languages in com-
mercial games is still rare. This is, in part, due to the lack of backends
for multimedia, production tools, and demonstrations that func-
tional abstractions work well for other than non-trivial examples.

In this paper we present GALE, a Graphic Adventure Library
and Engine implemented in Haskell. Our engine implements the
basic common features available in similar commercial engines for
graphic adventures. We show a high-level abstract definition of
game descriptions that allows us not only to run them, but also
to analyse them in compile time. We also demonstrate how this
description allows us to provide features not available in traditional
engines. Our system works on iOS, Android and desktop, and is
accompanied by a development environment to compose the games
with no prior programming skills.

CCS Concepts • Theory of computation → Functional con-
structs; • Software and its engineering → Domain specific
languages; • Applied computing→ Arts and humanities;
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1 Introduction
Functional Programming brings with it the promise of highly-
declarative code, parallelisable execution, modularity and reusabil-
ity. This promise has materialised in multiple fields of application.
Yet when it comes to interactive software, sticking to a purely func-
tional style, and obtaining all the benefits of doing so, is arguably
much harder.

The lack of examples of commercial, purely functional interactive
programs is caused by a number of reasons. Some are simply lack of
resources, such as, in the field of games, the lack of well-supported
bindings for some multimedia and physics libraries. This limita-
tion has reportedly affected game programming teams from using
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Haskell in production. Also, while most of the required tools to pro-
duce, compile and package mobile games are available individually,
the lack of facilities to deploy professional Haskell applications also
limits the use of FP in the wild.

Pure functional languages also sometimes lack efficient, func-
tional abstractions to describe systems required in games, such as
large worlds with multiple elements colliding, or GUIs with widgets.
Abstractions like Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) [1, 2, 4] al-
low us to write interactive applications in a declarative manner but,
depending on the variant used, can also limit modularity [7]. Newer,
more general FRP variants like Monadic Stream Functions [6] ad-
dress some modularity concerns, but their application to non-trivial
games remains limited [5].

In this paper we address the definition of a particular kind of
games in a functional style. Specifically, the contributions of this
paper are:

• We show how a class of real games can be defined in a
functional way, and how Haskell is a suitable language to
give those constructs precise operational meaning.
• We present a tool that simplifies the process of game devel-
opment for these games, directed to users without any prior
knowledge of programming.

Our approach has been verified with the creation of non-trivial
multiplatform games in Haskell that work on Windows, Linux,
Android and iOS.

2 Background
Graphic adventure games, also known as point-and-click adventure
games, are a game genre in which the player needs to follow a
storyline by visiting different rooms or scenes and interacting with
game elements in a limited number of ways.

In graphic adventures the player controls one character at a
time (oftentimes, only one character for the whole game), and can
give it commands to interact with its environment. Unlike in other
games which allow freedom in movement and actions (e.g. jump-
ing, shooting, etc.), most actions in this game genre can only be
applied to other game objects (e.g. ’take book’). Additionally, in
graphic adventures the character is always in a room, or scene, in
which there are a limited number of elements that it can interact
with. Combined with having a limited number of actions applica-
ble to those elements, this gives us a relatively small amount of
combinations.

In many of these games, most available element-action combi-
nations do not result in any progress. The player’s objective is,
precisely, to discover which ones do. The use of humour to make
the exploration of all possible branches and combinations attractive
is commonplace. In most cases, the in-game character cannot die
during the game, and there is no time limit.

In spite of this simplicity, these graphic novels have been highly
successful, and notable titles include The Day of the Tentacle (Fig. 1),
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Figure 1. Scene from the commercial graphic adventure game The
Day of the Tentacle showing a game area (top), a list of possible ac-
tions (bottom left) and a list of objects the character carries with him
(bottom right). The Day of the Tentacle (c) & TM 2017 LucasFilm
Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Used with authorization.

Figure 2. Scene from the commercial graphic adventure game
Leisure Suit Larry 6, showing a game area (top), a series of possible
actions (middle icon row), and objects that the character carries
with him (bottom). (c) 1993 Sierra On-Line, Inc.

the Monkey Island series (Fig.4) and the Leisure Suit Larry saga
(Fig. 2).

The simplicity of this game genre is highly attractive when
using statically-typed languages and functional languages. The lim-
ited number of location-actor-action-object combinations makes it
sometimes possible to explore all possibilities and verify properties
statically. Also, as these kinds of games do not normally require
high-performance, they are very suitable to be implemented in
garbage collected languages or without having to sacrifice clarity
of algorithms and data structures in the name of performance.

3 The Essence of Functional Graphic
Adventures

Our functional representation of graphic adventures is mainly based
on four kinds of elements: scenes, objects, actions and reactions.

For example, in a demo like the one shown in Figure 3, the
character is in a scene (desert) where there is an object (cactus), the

Figure 3.Ademo of a graphic adventure created using GALE, show-
ing a game area (top), an action area (bottom left) and a baggage
(bottom right), running on an Android tablet.

user can use different actions on that object (e.g. talk to or look at)
and, as an effect, we observe different reactions (e.g. the player may
try to initiate a conversation with the cactus if asked to talk to it,
or just reply with “It looks dangerous, I do not want to disturb it!”).

Objects can be in a scene, like the cactus in our example, or
another object may have collected them in their baggage, like the
flask and the envelope.

A common feature in graphic adventures is the possibility of
having conversations with in-game characters (Figs. 6 and 7). Con-
versations normally take place by picking something to say from a
short list of pre-defined choices. Picking a choice normally results
in a reply from the character we are talking to, but can also have
other effects, like obtaining an object in our baggage, adding or
removing game objects, or ending the conversation altogether.

3.1 Objects
Objects form the core of graphic adventures. They are visual, in-
teractive game elements that players can apply actions to. In our
system, objects are used to represent the main in-game character
controller by the player, and all the elements it can interact with.

A simplified type definition of our game objects, showing their
visual and interactive nature, is the following:

data Object visualR = Object
{objId :: ObjectId
,objState :: StateId
,objOrientation :: Orient
,objVisualRepr :: StateId → Orient → visualR
,objReactions :: Act → AnyReact
,objText ::Maybe Message
}

data ObjectId
data StateId
data Message

Visually, objects are always in a state (e.g. “walking”, “idle”, “talk-
ing”) and have an orientation (e.g. left, right, up, down, or an ar-
bitrary degree). Together they are used to determine the object’s
visual representation visualR, which our type is abstracted from for
flexibility.
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Figure 4.A coin in the gameMonkey Island 3: The Curse ofMonkey
Island, presented only when the user taps on an interactive object,
allows the player to apply actions/verbs. The Curse of Monkey
Island (c) & TM 2017 LucasFilm Ltd. All Rights Reserved. Used with
authorization.

An object’s possible interactions are defined by the actions they
accept and their reactions to those actions (objReactions). Objects
can also be “saying” something (objText). Other properties, such as
their name, are not shown in this simplified definition.

3.2 Actions and Reactions
Actions, sometimes called verbs, form the basis for interaction in
graphic adventures. Traditionally, a series of possible actions on
objects was permanently shown on the screen (Fig. 3). Modern
games no longer present this panel permanently, instead opting for
attractive visual panels that are only shown on demand, leaving
more space for the main game area. Fig. 4).

Actions in graphic adventures tend to be rather limited. Com-
mon actions are “take”, “talk to” or “give”. Older games tended to
include numerous actions (e.g. Monkey Island originally included
twelve possible actions), while newer titles have simplified this,
also facilitating interaction on smaller and touch-based devices.
While most actions are simple and applied to one object (e.g. “take
book”), some involve multiple objects (e.g.“give book to man”).

A slightly simplified definition for game actions in our imple-
mentation is as follows:

data BasicAction = Take
| TalkTo
| See
| Give ObjectId

Reactions in our game are far more expressive. Our engine in-
cludes multiple kinds of reactions involving object state changes,
movement, adding and removing objects, initiating conversations,
and playing music.

Reactions are defined by a type, together with an interpretation
function, defined as a function that transforms the world. Our
system uses this interpretation function as the basis of the following
type-class.

class Reaction a where
execute :: a→ World a b → (World a b,Maybe AnyReact)

data AnyReact = ∀ a ◦ Reaction a⇒ AnyReact a

instance Reaction AnyReact where
execute (AnyReact x) = execute x

A reaction, when executed on aWorld, results in a newWorld,
together with, possibly, a pending reaction. We use the existential
wrapper AnyReact to let pending reactions be of any other type,
not only the same, or a fixed, type.

The use of this type-class, together with the existential wrapper,
make this reaction language easily extensible.

In the following we demonstrate how reactions implement a
simple language used to define game behaviour, by showing the
implementation of a few different execution functions for three
kinds of reactions.

Example (State Manipulation) A type for basic reactions in our
engine, which allows us, among other things, to change an object’s
state, is the following:

data BasicReaction = RSetState ObjectId StateId
| RPutInBaggage ObjectId
| RRemoveFromBaggage ObjectId
| RPutObjInScene SceneId ObjectId Position
| RRemoveObjFromScene SceneId ObjectId
| RRemoveObj ObjectId

The reaction RSetState, for example, has the following interpre-
tation in our engine:

instance Reaction BasicReaction where
execute (RSetState o s) = setState o s

setState :: ObjectId → StateId → World a b
→ (World a b,Maybe AnyReact)

setState o s w = (changeState w o s,Nothing)

changeState ::World a b → ObjectId → StateId → World a b
changeState w o s = applyToObject w o (λx → x {objState = s })

The meaning, given by the function execute, is that it changes
the state of an object in the world and has no pending reactions. We
rely on a function applyToObject for the type World, which applies
any transformation to a Object with the given identifier.

Example (Chains) Our engine allows us to chain reactions, and
apply them in succession. From a mathematical perspective, the
definition of reaction chains is quite straightforward. The following
type defines chains of heterogeneous reactions:

data Chain = Chain [AnyReact ]

The meaning of chains as world transformations is the following:

instance Reaction Chain where
execute (Chain [ ]) w = return (w,Nothing)
execute (Chain (x : xs)) w = do

(w′,x ′) ← execute x w
if isNothing x ′

then execute (Chain xs) w′

else (w′,Just $ AnyReact $ Chain $ fromJust x ′ : xs)
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That is, executing a chain takes a first reaction and runs it until
it has no pending reactions itself, and then runs all remaining
reactions, until completion.

Example (Talking) Let us now demonstrate how the previous
reactions can be combined with an example from our conversation
subsystem. Our implementation allows objects to talk, that is, show
messages on the screen or play sounds as if they were saying some-
thing out loud. Part of the type that we use to implement “talking”
reactions is the following:

data ConvReactions = RCSay ObjectId Message Time
| ClearText ObjectId
| ...

This type represents the idea that objects can be saying some-
thing for a certain amount of time, and that they may stop talking
at some point.

instance Reaction ConvReactions where
execute (RCSay o m t) w = (w′,Just (AnyReact p))

where
w′ = changeText w o (Just m)

p = Chain [AnyReact (RDelay t)
,AnyReact (ClearText o) ])

execute (ClearText a) g = (changeText g a Nothing,Nothing)

The first type of reaction, RCSay, changes the text of an object,
waits for a certain amount of time (RDelay), and then clears the text
for that object (ClearText). The second type of reaction simply sets
the text for an object to Nothing. This is a clear example of how the
existential type AnyReact lets us use a next reaction RDelay that is
not of the same type ConvReactions.

The interpretation of these functions relies on a function on
Worlds changeText. This function is actually very similar to
changeState given before:

changeText ::World a b → ObjectId → Maybe Message
→ World a b

changeText w n t = applyToObject w n (λx → x {objText = t })

Our implementation also includes more complex reactions to
simplify implementations. For instance, when objects “talk”, they
change to a state called StateTalking, they say something for some
time, and then they become idle again.

The type given above, ConvReactions, also includes the following
value constructor:

data ConvReactions = ...
| RCTalk ObjectId Message Time
| ...

Now that we have all the pieces to construct this more complex
reaction, putting them together is quite straightforward:

execute (RCTalk a m t) w = (w,Just (AnyReact c))
where

c = Chain [AnyReact $ RSetState a StateTalking
,AnyReact $ RCSay a m t
,AnyReact $ RSetState a StateIdle
]

In this case, RCTalk just means saying something while switch-
ing to the StateTalking state first. We use certain conventions like

having a specific state for talking or for walking, which the engine
knows how to use.

Our system includes many more reactions, such as reactions to
make characters walk, step by step, to other parts of the screen, to
play sound, or to initiate conversations, giving users a choice to
say something from a list of possible messages (Fig. 5).

data Chain = Chain [AnyReact ]
data BasicReaction
= RSetState ObjectId StateId
| RPutInBaggage ObjectId
| RRemoveFromBaggage ObjectId
| RPutObjInScene SceneId ObjectId Position Int
| RRemoveObjFromScene SceneId ObjectId
| RRemoveObj ObjectId
| REndGame
| UselessReaction

data Walk
= RWalk String (Int, Int)
| RApproachObjWalking String String

data MovementReaction
= RApproachObj ObjectId ObjectId
| RGo ObjectId Position
| RGo2D ObjectId (Int, Int)
| RSetPos ObjectId Position
| RSetOrientation ObjectId Orient

data SoundReaction
= RStartBackgroundMusic Music
| RStopBackgroundMusic
| RPlaySound Music Int

data ConvReactions
= RCSay ObjectId Message Int
| RCTalk ObjectId Message Int
| RCChoose [ (Message,AnyReact) ]
| RCChoice [AnyReact ]
| RStartConversation ConversationId
| RStopConversation
| ClearText ObjectId

data Conditions
= ObjectNearPos ObjectId (Int, Int)
| NoDestination ObjectId

data TimeEvents = RDelay Time

Figure 5. List of reactions available in our engine.

3.3 Conversations
Conversations are another cornerstone of graphic adventures (Fig. 6
and 7). They allow they player to choose between different things
to say to other game characters, or objects in our abstraction.

While conversations may seem tangential to the game itself,
some games make conversations a key part of the game. In games
like the Monkey Island series conversations are used to “fight”, and
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characters do not hit or shoot one another but just say things to
one another, having to come up with original replies.

Our system implements conversations by giving users a series
of choices, each labelled with a text, and each triggering a series of
arbitrary reactions:

data Conversation = Conversation
{conversationChoices :: [Choice ] }

data Choice = Choice
{choiceText ::Message
,choiceReacts :: [AnyReact ]
}

The use of arbitrary reactions when a choice is made makes the
conversation system slightly more complex, but powerful enough to
enable any change to take place, a versatility that is key to making
conversations central to the game.

Figure 6. Conversation taking place in the game Monkey Island.
The Secret of Monkey Island (c) & TM 2017 LucasFilm Ltd. All
Rights Reserved. Used with authorization.

Figure 7. Conversation taking place in the Unity adventure game
Canoe Lander, available on itch.io. (c) 2016 Shan Khan et al.

3.4 Scenes
Finally, all game objects are either in another object’s baggage,
or in a scene. Our basic definition for scenes simply defines their
background, and the areas that characters can use to move around:

data Scene graphics = Scene
{ sceneName :: SceneId
, sceneBackground :: graphics
, scenePath :: Position→ Position→ [ (Position, Int) ]
}

The movement mask or scenePath is a function that determines
the positions and orientations (angle) of an object moving from one
position to another.

GALE supports automatically implementing such functions us-
ing a shortest-path calculation, and loading the areas that characters
are allowed to use from a black-and-white image.

3.5 Game State
The meaning of game reactions in the previous section is given
as World transformation functions that return, possibly, pending
reactions. Our game state is a type with the following simplified
definition:

data World graphics music = World
{ innerWorld ::Map (Scene graphics) (Set (Object graphics))
,destinations ::M .Map ObjectId [ (Position, Int) ]
,conversation ::Maybe [Message ]
,conversationChoice ::Maybe Int
,conversations :: ConversationList
,actions :: ActionDefs
,actionList :: [IncompleteAct ]
,mainActor :: ObjectId
,music ::Maybe music
}

The definition of the required world modifications in terms of
these datatypes is trivial in Haskell. For instance, we can define
applyToObject as follows:

applyToObject :: World a b
→ ObjectId
→ (Object a→ Object a)
→ World a b

applyToObject w n f = w { innerWorld = ag′ }
where

ag′ = smMap (innerWorld w)

(λx → if objId x ≡ n then f x else x)
smMap m f = M .map (S.map f ) m

This simple case demonstrates that using Haskell as a vehicle
to write our game engine results in trivial implementations. We
see the inclusion of all that code unnecessary to demonstrate the
suitability of this approach, but it suffices to say that the whole
definition of game actions, reactions, worlds and scenes requires
less than 450 lines of code.

4 Interactive Development Environment
Our engine comes accompanied by a development environment
(IDE) that facilitates creating game descriptions without prior pro-
gramming experience1.

1http://keera.co.uk/blog/products/gale-studio/

http://keera.co.uk/blog/products/gale-studio/
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Figure 8.GALE IDE’s object preview screen, showing an animation
with each character’s default state. Double clicking on any object
opens the object details screen, where users can modify the object
properties by selecting states, animations, actions applicable to
them and reactions to those actions.

The IDE uses a project structure following the core definitions
give before, centred around the concepts of scenes, objects, actions,
reactions and conversations (Fig. 8). Users can also customize other
elements of the UI, such as the backgrounds colours, text colours,
and icons used for the baggage panel.

In order to guide novel users throughout the development pro-
cess, the IDE includes limited support for other game-design steps,
such as storyboarding and state transition diagrams used to give
simple descriptions of the main game actions and reactions.

The IDE also includes deployment features, allowing developers
to create a portable distributable package that can be executed
without external dependencies.

Our engine traditionally supportedWindows, Linux, andWeb via
a Flash back-end implemented in the HaXe programming language.
Currently we also target the mobile platforms Android and iOS.
While our IDE does not currently support packaging and deploy-
ment for all of these platforms, our engine reads GALE definitions
from a plain text file with a Haskell type definition, which in prac-
tice lets us change an application by simply replacing a text file
and assets in a binary package. We have recently developed compi-
lation, packaging and deployment solutions for Android and iOS,
respectively Andronaut(tm) and CuriOSity(tm), and are planning
to integrate them with our IDE2.

Simple games can be created entirely using our IDE. For more
complex games, the game created with the IDE can serve as an
interactive storyboard or animatic, used to validate the idea or guide
the development process. As the IDE outputs game definitions in
plan text that are valid Haskell values, they can be used as a starting
point to implement the game in Haskell with low-level access to
all the engine’s features.

5 Implementation
5.1 Engine
Our engine is implemented completely in Haskell. It is divided in
two main packages: a static game definition library and the engine
2http://keera.co.uk/blog/2017/06/01/haskell-android-ios/

Figure 9. GALE IDE can target Windows, Linux, Android and iOS.
This screenshot of the running application shows three nested
windows: the main application, the target/distributable selection
window, and the target directory selection dialog.

itself. This separation allows our IDE to produce game definitions
without having the main engine as a dependency.

The engine is the same for all platforms (Windows, Linux, iOS
and Android), with only a change in the back-end. We currently
support SDL1.2 (only for desktop) and SDL2, although only the
latter will be used in the future.

Apart from what we have described in this paper, the engine
includes an elementary widget system in order to make the core
game transformation functions unaware of the presentation layer.
The screen normally has four widgets: the game screen area, the
action area (where verbs are shown), the baggage area (where col-
lected items are shown), and the conversation area (where message
choices are shown). Our game state definition is also extended with
information about the location and the appearance of the action,
baggage and conversation areas.

As an indication of how the use of Haskell has facilitated imple-
menting this engine, the main package is comprised of 46 modules
and a total of less than 2000 lines of code (without comments or
module declarations). We see this as a clear demonstration of the
power of using Haskell: the engine and the games are simple, declar-
ative, cross-platform and robust.

5.2 IDE
Our IDE is written entirely in Haskell using the UI abstraction
Keera Hails [7]. The architecture follows an extended Model-View-
Controller in which we use Reactive Rules to separate the model
from the view (Fig. 10).

We use GTK+ 3 as the backend, which makes our IDE is multi-
platform. While the IDE works on Linux and Windows, it includes
a pre-compiled package of the engine for each platform it targets,
allowing, for instance, to create Windows distributables from Linux.

3https://www.gtk.org/

http://keera.co.uk/blog/2017/06/01/haskell-android-ios/
https://www.gtk.org/
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Figure 10. GALE IDE’s architecture. The compilation thread is
started by the Controller, but further communication takes place
only indirectly, through the Protected Reactive Model.

Our back-end is much larger than the engine. Its main package
contains 12K lines of code (without comments or module declara-
tions) and 386 modules. Template Haskell is used extensively to
generate the code for the user interface or view, directly from user
interface description files. We also use Template Haskell to provide
thread-safe reactive field accessors to the application model. This
radically decreases the lines of code of our tool and code duplica-
tion.

6 Related Work
Notable examples of professional Graphic Adventure libraries and
IDEs include ScummVM4, and Adventure Game Studio5. These
systems feature the use of scripting language that are Turing com-
plete languages focusing on versatility, while our system focuses on
providing a limited core abstraction that facilitates static analysis
and provides static guarantees.

The study of different approaches towards game programming
has been studied before as part of the e-Game project [3]. Unlike
our purely functional design, e-Game uses a documental approach
to game programming, while our definition is centered around
world-transformations associated to objects and verbs.

While the use of pure functional languages for commercial games
is rare, there are a few instances of professional games imple-
mented in Haskell. Nikki and the Robots6 is a 2D platformer that
uses the professional physics engine Hipmunk and was released
to Steam. Keera Studios has also developed several professional
Haskell games, including the mobile game Magic Cookies (Fig. 11),
available on Google Play for Android7 and iTunes for iOS8. Magic
Cookies is implemented in Yampa9, and uses pure Arrowized FRP
to separate game logic from input-output. We are currently work-
ing on other commercial mobile games using both Yampa and,
separately, GALE10.

Haskanoid11 (Fig. 12) is an open-source Haskell game imple-
mented in Yampa that works on Windows, Linux, MacOS, web

4http;//http://scummvm.org/
5http://www.adventuregamestudio.co.uk/
6https://github.com/nikki-and-the-robots
7https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=uk.co.keera.games.magiccookies
8https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/magic-cookies/id1244709871
9https://hackage.haskell.org/package/Yampa
10https://www.facebook.com/keerastudios/videos/1723299431018909/
11https://github.com/ivanperez-keera/haskanoid

Figure 11. Screenshot of the commercial Haskell gameMagic Cook-
ies, for iOS and Android.

browser, iOS and Android. On platforms that support it, this game
can use Nintendo Remotes (wiimotes) or XBox Kinect devices for
interaction. Like Magic Cookies, Haskanoid demonstrates a key
advantage of using Haskell: the same code works on all platforms,
with minimal or no changes.

Figure 12. Screenshot of the open-source game Haskanoid, imple-
mented in Yampa, running on an Android tablet.

7 Summary and Future Work
In this paper we have presented a functional graphic adventure
engine and library. We have also presented a development environ-
ment that can help users define all game aspects, from the game
script to other appearance aspects, without prior programming
knowledge and in a straightforward manner.

We have defined objects as the basic construct of the engine,
together with actions and reactions, which extend static objects
making them interactive. We have shown that the meaning of
reactions on a game state can be made precise using state transfor-
mations akin to those of the state monad, with the step execution
function of a reaction always returning possible future steps.

Our abstraction uses step-based animations, making it so some-
what limited. The use of FRP would make our approach more ex-
pressive, allowing for graphics and an execution method that takes
real time into account [1, 2, 4, 6].

One of the reasons to produce GALE game descriptions in seri-
alizable types is that we wanted to perform static game analysis

http;//http://scummvm.org/
http://www.adventuregamestudio.co.uk/
https://github.com/nikki-and-the-robots
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=uk.co.keera.games.magiccookies
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/magic-cookies/id1244709871
https://hackage.haskell.org/package/Yampa
https://www.facebook.com/keerastudios/videos/1723299431018909/
https://github.com/ivanperez-keera/haskanoid
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during the compilation stage. While the IDE does perform some
basic checks, this could be extended, especially with the use of
newer FRP testing facilities introduced in pure Arrowized FRP [8].

One limitation of our engine is that the actions we support is
fixed. Ideally, the language of possible actions should be extensible,
like the language of reactions, and we leave this as future work.

Another extension we are investigating, facilitated by our simple,
abstract game description, is the use of voice recognition in our
engine. It appears that the generation of a grammar based on avail-
able actions, objects, and messages could be possible, and scenes
could provide the context needed for accurate recognition.

We would also like to make the UI easier to customize, making
it possible to use the whole screen area for the game, and access
the action or baggage panels with touch-events. This would make
our engine better suited for mobile platforms, which the font size
may be too small to read and screen size is limited.

Finally, our engine currently does not support saving the game
state and continuing later on, which we consider a major limitation.
The current definition of our internal world state is similar to the
initial game definitions provided by developers, which in principle
should make introducing this feature possible without much hassle.

Our game development IDE cannot currently package games for
all platforms supported by our engine. We have recently developed
a mobile app compilation, packaging and deployment solution for
Haskell apps and games that can target both Android and iOS.
This system creates a new Haskell project with the OS specific
parts (Android project or Xcode project, respectively), compiles it
and uploads it to online stores directly. Integrating our packaging
solution with our IDE would make deployment straightforward.

We have found, by developing some games, that our reaction
language is limited by the fact that we cannot define named proce-
dures. This sometimes leads to unnecessary repetition, and because
our IDE does not allow copy-and-paste of reactions, this process is
slow. While this is a limitation of our game definition language, it
is mostly apparent in the IDE, since, while using the engine directly
from a Haskell program, one can always name blocks of reactions
at will in plain Haskell. Our language is also limited in the lack of
advanced features such as points and lives, visual effects, and other
elements commonly present in games. We would like to introduce
such extensions, provided that it does not hinder the possibility of
doing static game analysis and guaranteeing game termination.

Additionally, our game IDE currently does not include any kind
of testing facilities, which makes testing long games hard. We
are currently exploring possible approaches towards game testing,
including providing initial game states for tests or recording game
runs and replaying them. The inclusion of assertions, possibly using
temporal logic [8], also remains as future work.
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